DuoPro is a dual-action gutter protection system. It is designed to strengthen the gutter from front to back and end to end while delivering unparalleled protection against fine debris, such as pine needles.
ECLIPSE TECHNOLOGY
The unique dual-layer membrane keeps debris from getting inside the gutter. The offset holes make it the perfect filter, allowing water to drain freely while blocking pine needles and leaves without getting clogged.

VORTEX TECHNOLOGY
The suction created by the two membranes makes it possible to drain three times more water than ever recorded in the heaviest storms. The inner membrane draws water through the wider holes.

ROLLBACK TECHNOLOGY
This technology sends excess rainwater back into the gutter for truly high-volume drainage capabilities.

WINTER SHIELD TECHNOLOGY
Winter shield stops ice from building up and in the gutter, protecting it from warping caused by freeze/thaw cycles. That way, water flows through the gutter rather than into your home.

The unique dual-layer microfilter keeps pine needles and smaller debris out of the gutter system and doesn’t require regular cleaning and maintenance that other screen products require.